The new Darts-ip case data on Derwent Innovation helps IP professionals gain greater context for important decisions in building and protecting their IP portfolio. Use this QRC to guide you through the new features and content accessible on Derwent Innovation.

**Steps for leveraging Darts-ip on Derwent Innovation**

- **New sortable IP Cases column** in result sets
  - View which patents have IP Case data powered by Darts-ip from search results or work files
  - Move/Add the IP Cases column using Manage Columns
  - Sort on this column using the heading or Advanced Sort

View

Click View to review summaries of cases related to a record, powered by Darts-ip. The View link displays when case data exists for a record or any DWPI Family Member. A dash (-) displays when no case data exists, such as for very new records.
Once you click VIEW from a result list the IP Cases Dashboard appears. See the flags below for descriptions of the dashboard view.

**Number of cases** lists the five most recent docketed cases, including plaintiff, defendant, and jurisdiction information.

**Jurisdiction heat map** displays the 10 most common jurisdictions from all associated cases on a global map for quick visualization of key forums.

**Optimized assignee as plaintiff and defendant** shows total number of cases in which the optimized assignee is a plaintiff and the total number of cases in which it is a defendant. A bar graph illustrates the count of action types, e.g. opposition, administrative hearing, infringement, and invalidity/cancellation.

**link** opens a Derwent Innovation-specific landing page on Darts-ip. Darts subscribers are taken directly to the Darts result after entering their credentials.

[https://www.derwentinnovation.com](https://www.derwentinnovation.com)